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**Arrival to / departure from Athens**

**Attica map**
The location of Athens International Airport related to the city of Athens can be seen in the following map.

![Attica map](image)

**Transportation to/from airport – GENERAL**
The airport is effectively connected to Athens by metro, bus or taxi.

**By Bus – X95**
The hotel can be accessed by bus using the bus route X95 (Athens International Airport – Syntagma square).
The ticket price is €6.00 and the ticket is validated inside the bus. Tickets can be bought from all metro stations and public transport ticket outlets.
All buses disembark passengers at the Departures Level and depart from the Arrivals Level, between Exits 4 and 5. The journey from Athens International Airport to Syntagma has a mean time of 60 minutes.
In the following tables, the timetables of route X95 are depicted:

From Airport Arrival's Terminal ➔ Syntagma X95 bus stations

**Monday to Friday**

| Time | TERMA | EMP/KO PARKO | AERODROMIYOY | KTIRIO DIOIKISIS | ATTIKES DIADROMES | SEA | GEFYRA | PYRGOS | GEFYRA | PANAGITSA | PL. AG. PARASKEVIS | NOMISMATOKOPEIO | 7i CHOLARGOU | ST. ETHN. AMYNAS | ERRIKOS NTYANAN | KARANIKOU | PLATEIA AMPELOKIPON | PL. MAVILI | ILISIA | NOSOK. EVANGELISMOS | RIGILLIS | AFETIRIA |
|------|-------|-------------|--------------|-----------------|------------------|----|--------|--------|--------|-----------|-------------------|----------------|--------------|--------------|----------------|----------------|-------------|------------------|-----------|-------|------------------|--------|---------|
| 05   | 20    | 25          | 45           | 07              | 10               | 25 | 40     | 50     | 20     | 40        | 45                | 50             | 25           | 40           | 08              | 10               | 25 | 40     | 50     | 06     | 00          |         |         |                   |        |          |
| 06   | 00    | 25          | 40           | 08              | 00               | 15 | 30     | 45     | 09     | 05        | 20               | 35 | 50           | 55           | 10              | 00               | 15 | 30     | 45     | 11     | 00          | 15 | 25 | 40     |         |          |         |
| 07   | 10    | 25          | 40           | 09              | 05               | 15 | 20     | 45     | 10     | 05        | 20               | 35 | 50           | 55           | 11              | 00               | 15 | 25 | 40     | 12     | 05          | 20 | 35 | 50     |         |          |         |
| 08   | 00    | 15          | 20           | 10              | 05               | 20 | 35     | 55     | 12     | 05        | 20               | 35 | 50           | 55           | 13              | 05               | 20 | 35 | 55     | 14     | 10          | 25 | 40 | 55     |         |          |         |
| 09   | 05    | 20          | 45           | 11              | 05               | 20 | 35     | 55     | 14     | 10        | 25               | 40 | 55           | 55           | 15              | 10               | 25 | 40 | 55     | 15     | 10          | 25 | 40 | 55     |         |          |         |
| 10   | 05    | 15          | 25           | 12              | 10               | 30 | 45     | 55     | 16     | 00        | 15               | 35 | 50           | 50           | 17              | 10               | 25 | 45      |         | 18     | 00          | 20 | 40     | 55     |         |          |         |
| 11   | 00    | 15          | 25           | 13              | 05               | 20 | 35     | 55     | 18     | 00        | 20               | 35 | 55           | 55           | 19              | 00               | 20 | 35 | 55     | 20     | 10          | 30 | 45     |         |         |          |         |
| 12   | 05    | 20          | 35           | 14              | 05               | 20 | 35     | 55     | 21     | 05        | 25               | 40 | 55           | 55           | 22              | 05               | 20 | 40 | 55     | 23     | 15          | 35 | 55     |         |         |          |         |
| 13   | 05    | 20          | 35           | 15              | 05               | 20 | 35     | 55     | 24     | 05        | 20               | 40 | 55           | 55           | 25              | 15               | 40 |         |         | 01     | 05          | 25 | 50     |         |         |          |         |

**Saturday to Sunday**

| Time | TERMA | EMP/KO PARKO | AERODROMIYOY | KTIRIO DIOIKISIS | ATTIKES DIADROMES | SEA | GEFYRA | PYRGOS | GEFYRA | PANAGITSA | PL. AG. PARASKEVIS | NOMISMATOKOPEIO | 7i CHOLARGOU | ST. ETHN. AMYNAS | ERRIKOS NTYANAN | KARANIKOS | PLATEIA AMPELOKIPON | PL. MAVILI | ILISIA | NOSOK. EVANGELISMOS | RIGILLIS | AFETIRIA |
|------|-------|-------------|--------------|-----------------|------------------|----|--------|--------|--------|-----------|-------------------|----------------|--------------|--------------|----------------|----------------|-------------|------------------|-----------|-------|------------------|--------|---------|
X95 bus stations from Syntagma → Airport Departures (Ktirio Afixeon)

Monday to Friday
04  25  40  55
05  20  25  20
06  00  15 30  40  50
07  05  20 35  50
08  05  20 35  45
09  00  15 30  50
10  05  25 40  55
11  10  25 40  55
12  10  25 45
13  00  15 30  45
14  00  15 30  45
15  05  20 35  50
16  10  25 45
17  05  20 40
18  00  15 35  55
19  10  30 35  50
20  10  25 45
21  05  20 35  50
22  10  25 45
23  00  15 35  55
24  15  25 45
25  05  30 55
26  20  45
27  10  35
28  00
29  05
30  05

Saturday to Sunday
04  25  45
05  25  45
06  05  25  40  55
07  10  25  40  55
08  15  30  50
09  05  20 35  55
10  10  25 45
11  00  20 35  55
12  15  30  45
13  05  20 40  55
14  15  35  50
15  05  25 40
16  00  15 35  55
17  10  30 50
18  10  25 45
19  00  20 35  55
20  15  25 35
21  10  30 50
22  10  30 50
23  10  35
24  00  25 50

- AFETIRIA
- RIGILLIS
- HILTON
- ILISIA
- PL. MAVILI
- GALAXIAS
- ZAGORA
- SHOLI ASTINOMIAS
- ST. ETHN. AMYNAS
- 7i CHOLARGOU
- NOMISMATOKOPEIO
- PLAG. PARASKEVIS
- PANAGITSA
- PYRGOS
- SEA
- ATTIKES DIADROMES
- KTIRO DIOIKISIS
- TELONEIO
- KTIRO ANAHORISEON
- PILI OKTO
- TERMA (KTIRO AFIXEON)
By METRO – line 3
The Airport is accessible via Metro Line 3: "Athens International Airport - Egaleo". The Metro terminal station is located opposite the airport arrival terminals building. Metro trains are colored silver, to be distinguished from the grey/pale blue and grey/mauve colored trains of the suburban rail network. (This line is shown on the map of the next page with blue color).

The airport is accessible via Metro Line 3 “Egaleo - Athens International Airport”. 
By Taxi

Taxis are available at the designated Taxi waiting area located at Exit 3 of Arrivals Level.

Fares for taxis are as follows:

**DAY TIME FLAT FARE (05:00 – 24:00)**

35€ Airport to Athens city centre inner ring (prices may have changed)

35€ Athens city centre inner ring to Airport (prices may have changed)

**NIGHT TIME FLAT FARE (00:00 – 05:00)**

50€ Airport to Athens city centre inner ring (prices may have changed)

50€ Athens city centre inner ring to Airport (prices may have changed)

*Note: The charge is determined by the time of arrival at the destination and includes all applicable surcharges and extras.*

Useful website for your extra information

http://www.aia.gr/el/traveler/access-and-transportation/transportation/public-transportation
Specific Information for approaching hotel ATHINAIS

Contact details of the hotel:

Tel: 0030 210 64 311 33
Fax: 0030 210 64 616 82
Address: Vasilisis Sofias Avenue 99, 115 21, Athens, Greece
Web - site : http://www.athinaishotel.gr/default_en.htm
E-mail: info@athinaishotel.gr, reserve@athinaishotel.gr

By BUS X95
Hotel is located near PLATEIA MAVILI bus station. Once you get off the bus you walk a few meters back and you find the hotel (Point B).

By Metro – line 3
Hotel is located near MEGARO MOUSIKIS station (look at the map). Once you get out of the MEGARON MOUSIKIS metro station (Point A) you walk on Vasillissis Sofias Avenue and find the hotel on the left (Point B).

By Taxi
Ask for ATHINAIS hotel, at Plateia Mavili.

Map of the area around hotel ATHINAIS, directions of how to get to the hotel from the METRO station of Megaro Mousikis.
Getting to the Conference Venue from ATHINAIS Hotel

By foot
The distance is considerable and it is not advisable to get by foot at the Athens University History Museum at Tholou 5 in Plaka (41 minutes – 3.3km). If you, however, want to then you need to get at Syntagma square, find Mitropoleos street and walk on it. Find Mnisikleous street and turn left. Walk on Mnisikleous until you find Pritaneiou street. Turn right and walk on Pritaneiou. Pritaneiou becomes Tholou and you will find on your left the building.

By taxi
You can get a taxi from the hotel or a few meters from the hotel at Plateia Mavili. It will be better to ask for a taxi at the reception of the hotel and ask them to explain to the driver how to get at Athens University History Museum.

The taxi may not be able to leave you outside of the building, because Plaka is a historical location with very narrow streets. The taxi driver will need to drive around the Romaiki Agora, follow the streets Dioskouron, Polignotou, Panos and then Tholou.

Please insist that the driver gets you close to the building and shows you how to reach it. If he/she is confused please ask him/her to call at the phone numbers that we will have sent you by e-mail. One of the KEPA staff will provide instructions.

By bus
There is not one bus route with which you can reach the conference venue from the hotel. You can get from Plateia Mavili, the yellow bus with number 3 and get off at Syntagma square. From there you will need to walk (as described above). The frequency is not very good so it is better to get the metro.

By metro
You need to go to the METRO station of Megaro Mousikis. Take line 3. The metro will stop at Evangelismos and Syntagma. Then get out at the next METRO station of Monastiraki (see maps). Once you get out of the station – locate the church – have it on your left and find street “Pandrosou” which is next to the historical building on your right (please see photos). Walk on Pandrosou street until you reach street Aiolou (first street vertical to Pandrosou).

Turn right on Aiolou street and walk at its end (in right you will have the Romaiki Agora and you will see in front of you the historical building “O Prigos ton Anemon” and Acropolis) (see photo). Once you reach at its end, turn left on Pelopida street, walk for a very few meters and at its end turn right. Pelopidas street now becomes Markou Avriliou street and continue at its end (you cross Lisiou and continue). In front of you is another church. Turn right on Thrasivoulou street, and in front of you is Alimpertis street (left).

Continue on Alimpertis stairs, at the end of which is the building. Then you have reached Tholou and you will see the building.
Church outside the metro station MONASTIRAKI

Street Pandrossou is infront of you.

O Pirgos ton Anemon - Pelopidas street - Markos Avriliou street

Alimpertis str. and steps - at the end of the steps is Tholou str. - Athens University History Museum
Getting from the hotel to the Conference venue by metro.
Getting from Metro station Monastiraki to the Conference venue.
Getting from ATHINAIS Hotel to the place for the welcome dinner (Business Attire)

By foot
When you get out of the hotel (Point A), continue on Vasilissis Sofias Avenue until you reach Akadimias street. Turn right and continue on Akadimias until you see on your right the “Kostis Palamas” Building (photo) (Akadimias 48 and Sina streets) (Point B). Approximately you will need 25 minutes.

By bus
When you get out of the hotel (Point A), continue on Vasilissis Sofias Avenue until Plateia Mavili where you will see a bus stop. Please get one of the yellow buses (they are called trollei) with number 3 and get out at the Panepistimio stop. The ticket is 1.2 Euro. Once you get out continue ahead to reach Akadimias street and you will see the “Kostis Palamas” Building (photo) (Akadimias 48 and Sina streets) (Point B).

By metro
When you get out of the hotel (Point A), continue on Vasilissis Sofias Avenue until you find the metro station “Megaro Mousikis” get in the tube, direction AIGALEO. Get off on station SYNTAGMA and get on tube of red line, direction to AGIOS ANTONIOS, get off at “PANEPISTIMIO” station and follow the direction on the map and as described above.

From Metro Station Panepistimio to the “Kostis Palamas” building at Akadimias 48 and Sina streets.
Getting from the hotel to the Conference venue by foot.
Getting from the hotel to the Conference venue by bus until stop Panepistimiou. Then you walk until Akadimias.
Getting from the hotel to the Conference venue by metro until METRO Station Panepistimio. Then you walk until Akadimias.
Specific Information for Approaching Delice Hotel & Apartments

Contact details of the hotel:
Tel: +30 210 7238311/313
Fax: +30 210 7238314
Address: Vassileos Alexandrou 3 & Vrassida, 115 28 Athens - Greece
Web-site: www.delice.gr
E-mail: info@delice.gr

By BUS X95
The hotel is located near EVANGGELISMOS bus station. Once you get off the bus you walk backwards to reach the traffic lights, cross them and get in front of Hilton hotel. You walk with Hilton hotel on your left and the National Gallery on your right. Pass the lights and continue on the same road. The hotel is on your left (Point B).

By Taxi
Ask for Delice Hotel & Apartments, close to Hilton Hotel and Caravel Hotel.

By Metro – line 3
Get off at EVANGGELISMOS METRO Station (M on the map, Point A) and get to the street lights. Cross them and approach Hilton. Continue walking with Hilton Hotel on your left and the National Gallery on your right. Cross the lights and continue. The hotel is on your left.
Getting to the Conference Venue from Delice hotel and apartments

By foot
The distance is considerable and it is not advisable to get by foot at the Athens University History Museum at Tholou 5 in Plaka (34 minutes – 2.6km). If you, however, want to then you need to get at Syntagma square, find Mitropoleos street and walk on it. Find Mnisikleous street and turn left. Walk on Mnisikleous until you find Pritaneiou street. Turn right and walk on Pritaneiou. Pritaneiou becomes Tholou and you will find on your left the building.

By taxi
You can get a taxi from the hotel or a few meters from the hotel outside of Hilton Hotel. It will be better to ask for a taxi at the reception of the hotel and ask them to explain to the driver how to get at Athens University History Museum.

The taxi may not be able to leave you outside of the building, because Plaka is a historical location with very narrow streets. The taxi driver will need to drive around the Romaiki Agora, follow the streets Dioskouron, Polignotou, Panos and then Tholou.

Please insist that the driver gets you close to the building and shows you how to reach it. If he/she is confused please ask him/her to call at the phone numbers that we will have sent you by e-mail. One of the KEPA staff will provide instructions.

By bus
There is not one bus route with which you can reach the conference venue from the hotel. You can get from Evanggelismos, the yellow bus with number 3 and get off at Syntagma square. From there you will need to walk (as described above). The frequency is not very good so it is better to get the metro.

By metro
You need to go to the METRO station of Evanggelismos. Take line 3. The metro will stop at Syntagma. Then get out at the next METRO station of Monastiraki (see maps). Once you get out of the station – locate the church – have it on your left and find street “Pandrosou” which is next to the historical building on your right (please see photos). Walk on Pandrosou street until you reach street Aiolou (first street vertical to Pandrossou).

Turn right on Aiolou street and walk at its end (in right you will have the Romaiki Agora and you will see in front of you the historical building “O Prigos ton Anemon” and Acropolis) (see photo). Once you reach at its end, turn left on Pelopida street, walk for a very few meters and at its end turn right. Pelopidas street now becomes Markou Avriliou street and continue at its end (you cross Lisiou and continue). In front of you is another church. Turn right on Thrasivoulou street, and in front of you is Alimpertis street (left). Continue on Alimpertis stairs, at the end of which is the building. Then you have reached Tholou and you will see the building.
Church outside the metro station MONASTIRAKI

Street Pandrossou is infront of you.

O Pirgos ton Anemon - Pelopidas street - Markos Avriliou street

Alimpertis str. and steps - at the end of the steps is Tholou str. - Athens University History Museum
Getting from the hotel to the Conference venue by metro.
Getting from Metro station Monastiraki to the Conference venue.
Getting from Delice Hotel and apartments to the place for the welcome dinner (Business Attire)

By foot
When you get out of the hotel (Point A), continue on Vasilissis Sofias Avenue until you reach Akadimias street. Turn right and continue on Akadimias until you see on your right the “Kostis Palamas” Building (photo) (Akadimias 48 and Sina streets) (Point B). Approximately you will need 25 minutes.

By bus
When you get out of the hotel (Point A), continue for Vasilissis Sofias Avenue until Evaggelismos where you will see a bus stop (red pointer on map). Please get one of the yellow bus (they are called trollei) with number 3 and get out at the Panepistimio stop. The ticket is 1.2 Euro. Once you get out continue ahead to reach Akadimias street and you will see the “Kostis Palamas” Building (photo) (Point B). Another option is to get from the bus stop, as you walk to Vasilissis Sofias Av., next to Hilton the bus No. 220 or 221 (red pointer on map) and get off at its last stop at the Central Building of the University. In front of you is Akadimias, turn right and on your left is the “Kostis Palamas” building.

By metro
When you get out of the hotel (Point A), continue on Vasilissis Sofias Avenue until you find the metro station “EVANGELISMOS” get in the tube, direction AIGALEO. Get off on station SYNTAGMA and get on tube of red line, direction to AGIOS ANTONIOS, get off at “PANEPISTIMIO” station and follow the direction on the map and as described above.

From Metro Station Panepistimio to the “Kostis Palamas” building at Akadimias 48 and Sina streets.
Getting from the hotel to the place for the welcome dinner by foot.
Getting from the hotel to the place for the welcome dinner by bus/trollei.
Specific Information for Approaching Best Western Ilisia Hotel

Contact details of the hotel:
Tel: +302107244051
Fax: +302107241847
Address: Michalacopoulou str. 25
Web-site: http://www.ilisiahotel.gr
E-mail: ilisia@ath.forthnet.gr

By BUS X95
The hotel is located near EVANGELISMOS bus station. Once you get off the bus you walk backwards to reach the traffic lights, cross them and get in front of Hilton hotel. You walk with Hilton hotel on your left and the National Gallery on your right. Once you reach the traffic lights, turn left and continue on the same road. The hotel is on your left (Point B).

By Taxi
Ask for Ilisia Hotel, close to Hilton Hotel.

By Metro – line 3
Get off at EVANGELISMOS METRO Station (M on the map) and get the street lights. Cross them and approach Hilton. Continue walking with Hilton Hotel on your left and the National Gallery on your right. At the lights turn left and continue walking. The hotel is on your left.
Getting to the Conference Venue from Best Western Ilisia hotel

**By foot**
The distance is considerable and it is not advisable to get by foot at the Athens University History Museum at Tholou 5 in Plaka (34 minutes – 2.6km). If you, however, want to then you need to get at Syntagma square, find Mitropoleos street and walk on it. Find Mnisikleous street and turn left. Walk on Mnisikleous until you find Pritaneiou street. Turn right and walk on Pritaneiou. Pritaneiou becomes Tholou and you will find on your left the building.

**By taxi**
You can get a taxi from the hotel or a few meters from the hotel outside of Hilton Hotel. It will be better to ask for a taxi at the reception of the hotel and ask them to explain to the driver how to get at Athens University History Museum.

The taxi may not be able to leave you outside of the building, because Plaka is a historical location with very narrow streets. The taxi driver will need to drive around the Romaiki Agora, follow the streets Dioskouron, Polignotou, Panos and then Tholou.

Please insist that the driver gets you close to the building and shows you how to reach it. If he/she is confused please ask him/her to call at the phone numbers that we will have sent you by e-mail. One of the KEPA staff will provide instructions.

**By bus**
There is not one bus route with which you can reach the conference venue from the hotel. You can get from Evanggelismos, the yellow bus with number 3 and get off at Syntagma square. From there you will need to walk (as described above). The frequency is not very good so it is better to get the metro.

**By metro**
You need to go to the METRO station of “Evanggelismos” or from “MEGARON MOUSIKIS”. Take line 3. The metro will stop at Syntagma. Then get out at the next METRO station of Monastiraki (see maps). Once you get out of the station – locate the church – have it on your left and find street “Pandrosou” which is next to the historical building on your right (please see photos). Walk on Pandrosou street until you reach street Aiolou (first street vertical to Pandrossou).

Turn right on Aiolou street and walk at its end (in right you will have the Romaiki Agora and you will see in front of you the historical building “O Prigos ton Anemon” and Acropolis) (see photo). Once you reach at its end, turn left on Pelopida street, walk for a very few meters and at its end turn right. Pelopidas street now becomes Markou Avriliou street and continue at its end (you cross Lisiou and continue). In front of you is another church. Turn right on Thrasivoulou street, and in front of you is Alimpertis street (left). Continue on Alimpertis stairs, at the end of which is the building. Then you have reached Tholou and you will see the building.
Church outside the metro station MONASTIRAKI.  
Street Pandrossou is in front of you.  

O Pirgos ton Anemon  -  Pelopidas street  -  Markos Avriliou street  

Alimpertis str. and steps  -  at the end of the steps is Tholou str.  -  Athens University History Museum
Getting from Metro station Monastiraki to the Conference venue
Getting from Metro station Monastiraki to the Conference venue.
Getting from Best Western Ilisia hotel to the place for the welcome dinner (Business Attire)

By foot
When you get out of the hotel (Point A), continue on Vasilissis Sofias Avenue until you reach Akadimias street. Turn right and continue on Akadimias until you see on your right the “Kostis Palamas” Building (photo) (Akadimias 48 and Sina streets) (Point B). Approximately you will need 25 minutes.

By bus
When you get out of the hotel (Point A), continue for Vasilissis Sofias Avenue until Evanggelismos where you will see a bus stop (red pointer on map). Please get one of the yellow bus (they are called trollei) with number 3 and get out at the Panepistimio stop. The ticket is 1.2 Euro. Once you get out continue ahead to reach Akadimias street and you will see the “Kostis Palamas” Building (photo) (Point B). Another option is to get from the bus stop, as you walk to Vasilissis Sofias Av., next to Hilton the bus No. 220 or 221 (red pointer on map) and get off at its last stop at the Central Building of the University. In front of you is Akadimias, turn right and on your left is the “Kostis Palamas” building.

By metro
When you get out of the hotel (Point A), continue on Vasilissis Sofias Avenue until you find the metro station “EVANGGELISMSOS” get in the tube, direction AIGALEO. Get off on station SYNTAGMA and get on tube of red line, direction to AGIOS ANTONIOS, get off at “PANEPISTIMIO” station and follow the direction on the map and as described above.

From Metro Station Panepistimio to the “Kostis Palamas” building at Akadimias 48 and Sina streets.
Getting from the hotel to the place for the welcome dinner by bus/trollei.
Getting from the hotel to the place for the welcome dinner by bus/trollei.
Specific Information for Approaching Holiday Suites Hotel

Contact details of the hotel:

Tel: +30 210 727-8690
Fax: +30 210 727-8696
Address: 4, Arnis Str.
Web-site: http://www.holiday-suites.com/
E-mail: info@holiday-suites.com

By BUS X95
The hotel is located near MEGARON MOUSIKIS bus station. Once you get off the bus you walk on the same direction to reach the traffic lights, cross them and find Papadiamantopoulou str. You walk and on your right you will find Alkmanos street. Walk straight and on your left you will find Arnis street, turn left and you will see the hotel.

By Taxi
Ask for Holiday Suites, close to Megaron Mousikis.

By Metro – line 3
Get off at MEGARON MOUSIKIS Station (M on the map) and get the street lights. Cross them and find Papadiamantopoulou str. You walk and on your right you will find Alkmanos street. Walk straight and on your left you will find Arnis street, turn left and you will see the hotel.
Getting to the Conference Venue from Holiday Suites hotel

By foot
The distance is considerable and it is not advisable to get by foot at the Athens University History Museum at Tholou 5 in Plaka (34 minutes – 2.6km). If you, however, want to then you need to get at Syntagma square, find Mitropoleos street and walk on it. Find Mnisikleous street and turn left. Walk on Mnisikleous until you find Pritaneiou street. Turn right and walk on Pritaneiou. Pritaneiou becomes Tholou and you will find on your left the building.

By taxi
You can get a taxi from the hotel. It will be better to ask for a taxi at the reception of the hotel and ask them to explain to the driver how to get at Athens University History Museum.

The taxi may not be able to leave you outside of the building, because Plaka is a historical location with very narrow streets. The taxi driver will need to drive around the Romaiki Agora, follow the streets Dioskouron, Polignotou, Panos and then Tholou.

Please insist that the driver gets you close to the building and shows you how to reach it. If he/she is confused please ask him/her to call at the phone numbers that we will have sent you by e-mail. One of the KEPA staff will provide instructions.

By bus
There is not one bus route with which you can reach the conference venue from the hotel. You can get from Megaron Mousikis bus stop, the yellow bus with number 3 and get off at Syntagma square. From there you will need to walk (as described above). The frequency is not very good so it is better to get the metro.

By metro
You need to go to the METRO station of “MEGARON MOUSIKIS”. Take line 3. The metro will stop at “Evangelismos” and “Syntagma”. Then get out at the next METRO station of Monastiraki (see maps). Once you get out of the station – locate the church – have it on your left and find street “Pandrosou” which is next to the historical building on your right (please see photos). Walk on Pandrosou street until you reach street Aiolou (first street vertical to Pandrossou).

Turn right on Aiolou street and walk at its end (in right you will have the Romaiki Agora and you will see in front of you the historical building “O Prigos ton Anemn” and Acropolis) (see photo). Once you reach at its end, turn left on Pelopida street, walk for a very few meters and at its end turn right. Pelopidas street now becomes Markou Acrilou street and continue at its end (you cross Lisiou and continue). In front of you is another church. Turn right on Thrasivoulou street, and in front of you is Alimpertis street (left). Continue on Alimpertis stairs, at the end of which is the building. Then you have reached Tholou and you will see the building.
Church outside the metro station MONASTIRAKI. Street Pandrossou is in front of you.

O Pirgos ton Anemon - Pelopidas street - Markos Avriliou street

Alimpertis str. and steps - at the end of the steps is Tholou str. - Athens University History Museu
Getting from Metro station Monastiraki to the Conference venue.
Getting from Metro station Monastiraki to the Conference venue.
Getting from Holiday Suites hotel to the place for the welcome dinner (Business Attire)

By foot
When you get out of the hotel (Point A), continue on Vasilissis Sofias Avenue until you reach Akadimias street. Turn right and continue on Akadimias until you see on your right the “Kostis Palamas” Building (photo) (Akadimias 48 and Sina streets) (Point B). Approximately you will need 25 minutes.

By bus
When you get out of the hotel (Point A), continue for Vasilissis Sofias Avenue until Megaron Mousikis where you will see a bus stop (red pointer on map). Please get one of the yellow bus (they are called trollei) with number 3 and get out at the Panepistimio stop (red pointer on map). The ticket is 1.2 Euro. Once you get out continue ahead to reach Akadimias street and you will see the “Kostis Palamas” Building (photo) (Point B).

By metro
When you get out of the hotel (Point A), continue on Vasilissis Sofias Avenue until you find the metro station “Megaron Mousikis” get in the tube, direction AIGALEO. Get off on station SYNTAGMA and get on tube of red line, direction to AGIOS ANTONIOS, get off at “PANEPISTIMIO” station and follow the direction on the map and as described above.

From Metro Station Panepistimio to the “Kostis Palamas” building at Akadimias 48 and Sina streets.
Getting from the hotel to the place for the welcome dinner by foot.
Getting from the hotel to the place for the welcome dinner by bus/trollei.
Specific Information for Approaching Zappeion Hotel

Contact details of the hotel:

Tel: +30 210 7241408-9
Fax: +30 210 7234871
Address: 4, Arnis Str.
Web-site: http://www.holiday-suites.com/
E-mail: info@zappionhotel.gr

By BUS X95

The hotel is located near RIGILLIS bus station. Once you get off the bus you walk on the opposite direction – that the bus came - to reach the traffic lights, cross them and find Rigillis street in front of you. You walk and on Rigillis and you will find Pafsaniou street. Turn right and walk straight, cross Leoforos Vasileios Konstantinou. Continue on Pafsaniou and on your right you will find Ironda street, turn right and you will see the hotel.

By Taxi

Ask for Zappeion Hotel, close to the National Research Foundation (behind the Byzantine Museum). Explain that the road is parallel to Leoforos Vasileos Konstantinou.

By Metro – line 3

You will need to get off at Metro station “EVANGELLISMOUS”, which is further than using the bus (red pointer on map). Once you get out of the metro station at the direction of Rizari, you will see a church and behind you and in front of you the Museum of War. Walk on Rizari street with the Museum of War on your right. In front of you is Leoforos Vasileos Konstantinou. You will see traffic lights, cross them and continue on Leoforos Vasileos Konstantinou, until you see Pafsaniou. Then turn left, walk on Pafsaniou until you find Ironda. Then turn right and you will see the hotel.
Getting from the bus or metro to the hotel.
**Getting to the Conference Venue from Zappeion hotel**

**By foot**

The distance is considerable and it is not advisable to get by foot at the Athens University History Museum at Tholou 5 in Plaka. If you, however, want to then you need to walk down Leoforos Vasileos Konstantinou. You will see the Kallimarmaro stadium on your left. Turn right as the road goes and walk on Vasilissis Olgas avenue. You will see on your right Zappeion building and on your left the ancient temple of Stiles Olympiou Dios (see map). Get close the arch of Adrian and cross the traffic lights. Find Lisikratous street, then Sellei, Tripodon, Epicharmou, Pritaneiou and then you are at Tholou and the building is in front of you.

**By taxi**

You can get a taxi from the hotel or a few meters from the hotel outside of Hilton Hotel. It will be better to ask for a taxi at the reception of the hotel and ask them to explain to the driver how to get at Athens University History Museum.

The taxi may not be able to leave you outside of the building, because Plaka is a historical location with very narrow streets. The taxi driver will need to drive around the Romaiki Agora, follow the streets Dioskouron, Polignotou, Panos and then Tholou. Please insist that the driver gets you close to the building and shows you how to reach it. If he/she is confused please ask him/her to call at the phone numbers that we will have sent you by e-mail. One of the KEPA staff will provide instructions.

**By bus**

There is not one bus route with which you can reach the conference venue from the hotel. You can get from Evanggelismos, the yellow bus with number 3 and get off at Syntagma square. From there you will need to walk (as described above). The frequency is not very good so it is better to get the metro.

**By metro**

You need to go to the METRO station of “Evanggelismos”. Take line 3. The metro will stop at Syntagma. Then get out at the next METRO station of Monastiraki (see maps). Once you get out of the station – locate the church – have it on your left and find street “Pandrosou” which is next to the historical building on your right (please see photos). Walk on Pandrosou street until you reach street Aiolou (first street vertical to Pandrossou).

Turn right on Aiolou street and walk at its end (in right you will have the Romaiki Agora and you will see in front of you the historical building “O Prirgos ton Anemon” and Acropolis) (see photo). Once you reach at its end, turn left on Pelopida street, walk for a very few meters and at its end turn right. Pelopidas street now becomes Markou Avriliou street and continue at its end (you cross Lisiou and continue). In front of you is another church. Turn right on Thrasivoulou street, and in front of you is Alimpertis street (left). Continue on Alimpirtis stairs, at the end of which is the building. Then you have reached Tholou and you will see the building.
Church outside the metro station MONASTIRAKI.

Street Pandrossou is in front of you.

O Pirgos ton Anemon - Pelopidas street - Markos Avriliou street

Alimpertis str. and steps - at the end of the steps is Tholou str. - Athens University History Museum
Getting from hotel to the Conference venue by foot.
Getting to the Conference venue from the hotel by foot.
On Tripodon street, you will find Epicharmou street on your left, next to the Restaurant SCHOLARCHEIO.

Follow the steps and turn right. In front of you, on the left, after the church is Pritaneiou street. Pritaneiou becomes Tholou and you will see the building in front of you on the left.
Getting from Metro station Monastiraki to the Conference venue.
Getting from Zappeion hotel to the place for the welcome dinner
(Business Attire)

By foot
When you get out of the hotel (Point A), continue to get on Vasilissis Sofias Avenue. Then walk on Vasilissis Sofias Avenue until you reach Akadimias street. Turn right and continue on Akadimias until you see on your right the “Kostis Palamas” Building (photo) (Akadimias 48 and Sina streets) (Point B). Approximately you will need 25 minutes.

By bus
When you get out of the hotel (Point A), continue for Vasilissis Sofias Avenue until you will see a bus stop (red pointer on map). Please get one of the yellow bus (they are called trollei) with number 3 and get out at the Panepistimio stop. The ticket is 1.2 Euro. Once you get out continue ahead to reach Akadimias street and you will see the “Kostis Palamas” Building (photo) (Point B). Another option is to get from the bus stop, as you walk to Vasilissis Sofias Av., next to Hilton the bus No. 220 or 221 (red pointer on map) and get off at its last stop at the Central Building of the University. In front of you is Akadimias, turn right and on your left is the “Kostis Palamas” building.

By metro
When you get out of the hotel (Point A), continue on Vasilissis Sofias Avenue until you find the metro station “EVANGGELISIMOS” get in the tube, direction AIGALEO. Get off on station SYNTAGMA and get on tube of red line, direction to AGIOS ANTONIOS, get off at “PANEPISTIMIO” station and follow the direction on the map and as described above.
Getting from the hotel to the place for the welcome dinner by foot/bus.
From Metro/bus Station Panepistimio to the “Kostis Palamas” building at Akadimias 48 and Sina streets.
Specific Information for Approaching Electra Athens Hotel

Contact details of the hotel:

Tel: +
Fax: +
Address: Ermou 5, 10563, Athina 105 63
E-mail:

By BUS X95
The hotel is located close to the SYNTAGMA station. Once you get off the bus you walk on the opposite direction – that the bus came - to reach the traffic lights, cross them, turn right and find Ermou street in front of you. You walk and on Ermou and you will find the hotel on your left street (after crossing one small road) (please see map).

By Taxi
Ask for Electra Athens Hotel, at Syntagma on Ermou street.

By Metro – line 3
You will need to get off at Metro station “SYNTAGMA”. Once you get out of the metro station you cross the SYNTAGMA square, reach the traffic lights, cross the road and find Ermou street. On the left you will see the hotel after walking a few meters.
Getting to the Conference Venue from Electra Athens hotel

By foot
The distance is rather small and you can get by foot at the Athens University History Museum at Tholou 5 in Plaka.
You walk on Ermou and reach Vouli street, turn left and go on until you find Mitropoleos and turn right.
Walk on Mitropoleos until you cross Mnisikleous. At Mnisikleous turn left. Walk on Mnisikleous, until you find Tholou. Turn right and you will find the building on your left (please see the map).
Getting from Electra Athens Hotel to the place for the welcome dinner  
(Business Attire)

By foot
When you get out of the hotel (Point A), continue to at Syntagma square. Cross the traffic lights and turn left walking around the square. Cross again the lights and walk on Panepistimiou. Walk on Panepistimiou until you reach Sina street. Turn right and at the corner with Akadimias you will see the building (please see map).

By metro
Take the metro from SYNTAGMA square and get off at PANEPISTIMIO metro station (one stop). Get out at Direction for Akadimias. Walk next to the Central Building of the University and reach Akadimias. On your right you will see the building.